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Catalyst ‐ working title for a
conversation workbook

“Experience as a Catalyst for
Student‐Centered,
Conversation‐Enabled Learning”
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In the interest of reducing our
ecological footprint there is no hand
out. Download PowerPoint Notes from

Download…
www.speekeezy.ca

www.speekeezy.ca
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 TESL @ SFU & UBC
 Japan
 Wayo Women's Junior College
 Iidabashi Institute of Foreign Languages
 Nihon University of Science and Technology
 Kanda University of Foreign Languages

 Vancouver
 West Coast English Language Centre
 UBC ELI
 YMCA ELI
 Vancouver SpeakEasy
 Speekeezy Publication Workshop
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Excellent!  Awesome!  That’s incredible!
Really?  That’s unbelievable!  No!  Wow!
Cool!  That’s amazing!  What happened next?
And after that?  Then what?  You’re joking!
Then what happened?  What did you do next?
No way!  No kidding!  You’re kidding!

Pretend to be captivated by the anecdote…
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 Focus on Receipt Tokens
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Elicit a prompt word from participants.
[Simple concrete noun; gerund or
adjective. Typically done in pairs or
threes. I tell a boring story to the
participants [e.g. Morning Ritual,
choosing groceries, ] in minute detail
with participants chiming in with choral
responses as in the provided examples
using exaggerated intonation ad stress.
Get one participant to do respond in
Cheech & Chong mode: Far‐out, Man!
Dave’s not here...

Students are often reluctant to use
such receipt tokens out of uncertainty
and reserve
Students get that it’s exaggerated
Focus on receipt tokens and fun so
students forget that they are
effortlessly producing spoken output
Frequently very high level students
lack the conversational gambits that
make spoken output “natural
sounding”
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Target Japanese receipt tokens. Repeat
with prompt word “Camping”

E‐e‐e‐e‐e? Hontou? Hontou ni?
Shinjirarenai! Masaka! Uso!  Sugoi
Kakkoii  Aho yacha na!  Sore de?

Repeat in groups of four with Japanese receipt tokens…
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Working from a one‐word prompt,
brainstorm linguistic associations then
related anecdotal experiences.
Prompt >>> Linguistic >>> Experiential
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What are the challenges?

Conversation Classes are a popular
offering but often the follow a
grammatical, rather than
conversational, trajectory. Often the
teacher is the one doing most of the
talking.
ELICIT: What are the challenges to
mounting a truly conversational class?
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 Student Reticence
 Non‐Traditional Learning Modes
 Gregarious students dominate discussion
 “Just Talking” gets old
 Teacher Talk
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Challenges of conducting a
“Conversation” Class?
Student Reticence
Non‐Traditional Learning Modes can be
a tough sell
Talkative students tend to dominate
Students expect more than “Just
Talking”
Teacher Talk fills in the uncomfortable
gaps
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Groups of three or four
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Brainstorm…
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In pairs or threes try to work from a
Prompt through Linguistic associations
to more personal Experiential and
anecdotal output. For example, if I say
CAT you might initially come up with
linguistic associations like fuzzy, black,
scary, cute, warm on the way to
conjuring up memories of a childhood
pet.
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Prompt >>> Linguistic >>> Experiential
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Feedback: From a select number of
groups elicit a report on one of the
anecdotes that came up.
Target: reported speech
Reported Speech
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Make the point that from a single
prompt all of this noise derived: The
content was totally about YOU.
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 Bypass L1
 Quickly access the experiential
 Student‐driven content
 Learn as opposed to know
 Deeper learning
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Regroup according to SECOND language ability
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Brainstorm…
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We often overburden our students with
new material rather than ensuring
material is fully learned. The result:
students come away with knowledge
about the language rather than a
facility with the language. By
connecting learned content to
individual experience we are deepening
the learning.

Regroup according to SECOND
language, forming groups of like
language speakers intermediate and
above. i.e. Those with a working ability
in French should group together;
Japanese together and so on; Native
speakers of non‐English and all others
should watch.
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Relate personal anecdotes in groups
defined by second language ability
i.e. all Japanese second language
speakers together; French and so
on. Those w/o groups can just
watch.

xe buýt  λεωφορείο  버스 
 autobús
 автобус  l’autobus  巴士 otobüs  basi
autobusas 
 buss  bis  バス  аўтобус
 strætó  linja  ônibus  bws

Prompt >>> Linguistic >>> Experiential
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 Cultural Influences?
 Inhibitions?
 Impediments?
20
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A little harder but doable.
How about w/ students from top
down cultures such as China, Japan,
Saudi Arabia?
What are some of the factors that
might inhibit the sharing of
experiences?
What are some impediments to
rolling this out in the classroom?

A quick look at research into Word
Associations in the ESL classroom.

A
Different
Perspective
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Most research aimed at purely linguistic
analysis.
• Largely inconclusive;
• Largely abandoned.

 Richards (1991): Responses to free association tests

reveal psychological structuring of vocabulary and offer
insights into the syntactic and semantic relationships
among words.
‐ Richards, J. C. (1991). The Context of Language Teaching. Cambridge University Press
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 Implications of research
 “Clang” Responses – Lower Levels
 Semantic Associations – Higher Levels
 Associations similar regardless of L1 or L2
 Teaching vocabulary within semantic clusters aids retention
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Lower level/younger learners tend to
associate on the basis of sound [rhyme,
alliteration, other audio similarity]
“bing” >>> “bong”
Higher level/more mature learners tend
to associate on the basis of semantic
content “bing” >>> “cherry”
General rule holds true between native
speakers and L2 learners. More
variation in response for L2.
Some implications for teachers
[teaching vocabulary within semantic
clusters aids retention]

Became a kind of linguistic Rorschach
[inkblot] test
 SLA Research based on Kent and Rosanoff List [1910]
 Methodological Problems
 Free Association Test
 List designed to gain insight into the severely troubled mind
 List designed to avoid the experiential
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“…avoid such words as are especially liable
to call up personal experiences.”
‐ Kent and Rosanoff [1910]
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Such an approach is antithetical to our
purposes.
 Antithetical to SLA
 What kind of words are “especially liable to call up

personal experiences?”
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What kind of words are “especially

liable to call up personal
experiences”?

 Known words
 Concrete Nouns
 Simple Verbs and some Adjectives
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If wanting to add a conversational
element to a specialized course such
as Business English or Academic
English use simplified prompts
“Opportunity Cost” vs “Money” or
“Banks” Such words resonate widely,
within each of us.

 Simplify abstract concepts

“Opportunity Cost”
versus

“Money” or “Banks”
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Catalyst sidebar
Linguistic associations are frequently symbolic of underlying
events, experiences, attitudes and values and can be useful
in instantaneously accessing these elements in the
classroom. These experiential elements are the ideal fodder
for communication. As memories are recoded into the
linguistic symbols of L2 this new experience of sharing and
retelling lends a certain “stickiness” to components of
language such as structure, morphology, semantics and so
on, resulting in stronger bonds of retention. The prompts
used herein were chosen for their ability leverage student
experience in just this way.
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From a simple, one‐word prompt,
numerous linguistic associations arise.
Those associations will in turn conjure
up associated memories. Those
memories are then reformulated as
productive linguistic output that is
passed on to others in the learning
context [groups, pairs, journal writing].
This, in tum becomes fodder for
communication in the broader
classroom context [reporting back,
journal exercise, other task].
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Proto neuro‐linguistics
 Plato & Aristotle
 Greek
 4th Century BC
 W/A to chart thought processes
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Proto Psychoanalytic method aimed at
tracing the psychopathology of illness
thru W/A

 Avicenna
 Persian
 11th Century Physician
 Word associations as diagnostic tool
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 Freud & Jung
 19th ~ 20th Century Psychiatrists
 Word associations as diagnostic tool
 Invented Psychoanalysis
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Carl Jung theorized that people connect
ideas, feelings, experiences and
information by way of associations....
that ideas and experiences are linked,
or grouped, in the unconscious in such
a manner as to exert influence over the
individual’s behaviour. Jung developed
a “Word Association Test” as a way of
penetrating the psyche.
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 20th Century Word Associations
 Psychiatry
 Advertising
 Visual Puns
 Focus Groups
 Psycholinguistics
 ESL Research
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Psychiatry
One tool among many
including Rorschach Inkblots
and Dream Interpretation aimed
at accessing the subconscious
Of Limited Value
Still used
Advertising
Visual Puns
Focus Groups
Effective
Still in use
Psycholinguistics
ESL Research aimed at
understanding lexical
processing towards
greater understanding
of language
acquisition; Proved to
be a largely fruitless
pursuit

Do a quick sample exercise from each
category.
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 Oral Word Association Exercises
 Limber up
 Bypass L1

 Written Association Exercises
 Deepen
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 Think Fast

 One Shot

 Write On

 Ping Pong

 Mind Map

 Chasing the Dragon

 Round Robin

 Rounder Robin

 Transition

 Connexions

My interest in Word Associations came
from a desire to bypass the L1 filter.
Student response was immediate and
enthusiastic. Found that students
became activated, animated, more
responsive and often simple stretching
exercises were enough to “prime the
pump” to generate a full session of
enthusiastic conversation.

Do One Shot, Ping Pong, Chasing the
Dragon on the fly
Do as quick 5‐minute Phase I exercise
as a warm‐up to regular lesson.
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Prompt word: “War ”…
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Teacher circulates around the room at a
rapid‐fire pace, performing a quick,
single‐word one‐on‐one with each
student until most responses are
spontaneous. Students listen and
respond orally, blurting out the first
word that comes to mind. Speed is the
focus here. The instructor should harass
students that think too long, shouting
“faster,” “don’t think,” “hurry up,”
“c’mon,” “quickly,” “you can do it” and
so on to interrupt the thinking and
encourage students to blurt something
out spontaneously. Get the rest of the
students in on the ruckus to create a
noisy, lively atmosphere.
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Prompt word: “Egg”…
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Prompt word: “Dragon”…
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Break into non‐English groups if enough
exist.
In larger classes or for additional
practice for particularly reticent groups,
students can play “ping pong,” flinging
words back and forth as rapidly as
possible in pairs with each association
acting as a new prompt for subsequent
associations.

Teacher starts with a single word and
students pass their response on to the
next student in line. Each student gets
their cue from the previous student’s
response.
If too much time is taken up thinking,
get rid of the chairs and have
everybody stand and undertake the
exercise. The pace will magically pick
up. We think and make decisions
quicker on our feet; we also make more
mistakes. Do not put individual
speakers on the spot by making only
them stand. Pressure is fine; terror is
not.
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Brainstorm 25 Associations…
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Build a mind map on the board with the
prompt word “Shoes”. Elicit
associations to demonstrate how a
single prompt word resonates,
connecting with innumerable other
semantic items. Write them on the
board as soon as students can call them
out. In smaller classes insist on two or
three responses per student.
Groupings: Participants suggest
groupings within the list that seem to
go together. “A” goes together with
“B” because… Then, working in pairs,
build a similar mind map from a new
prompt and suggest groupings.
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Elicit and build on board
Group words that seem to go together
Elicit connections and reasons [cause
and effect]
Brainstorm 25 Associations…
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Bridge to next phase…

Bridge to next phase…
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Do a quick sample exercise from Output
Phase
 Bridging Exercises
 Linguistic >>> Experiential

 Habituation Exercises
 Journal Exercises
 Extend and Deepen Output
 Assessment Vehicle
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Pairwork…
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Take turns brainstorming a chain of five
associations from the prompts. Write
down the associations. When finished
explore the associations. Find out why
your partner made those particular
associations?

Farm  Pink  Baby
Window  Egg  Tooth  Poor
Potato  Young  Birthday

Brainstorm 5 Associations…
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Debrief one particular set of
associations. Why did she/you say
that…? Dig deeply trying to find
connections between the chain of
associations. Encourage with
expressions like “Go on” and “Give me
more”

 Use reported speech to get The Scoop
 Dig deeper to get the facts behind the linguistic associations
 Follow up with Journal Assignment
47

‘When I said “birthday” she said
“happy,” “cat” and “white” because
her dad gave her a white kitten for
her birthday when she was 10 years
old. It made her happy.’
Dig In: Pandora’s box should now be
open. Whether a student is self‐
reporting or you’re getting the scoop
from a third party, dig deeper. Find

out why she got the cat, it’s name,
whether it’s still alive, what
happened if not, the cat’s behaviour,
other birthday presents she got, etc.
ad infinitum.
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 The Scoop

 Extension

 Dig In

 Three Times Longer

 Longer, Deeper

 Question Everything

 Chain Story

 All the Way

 Triple Jeopardy

 Add a Fact

 Time Bomb

 21 Questions

Variety of Phase II exercises
designed to encourage simple
directed output while moving
towards the “Tactical” use of
English.
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Do a quick sample exercise from Output
Phase
 Tactical Exercises
 Strategic Gambit Use
 Empowering

 Journal Exercises
 Extend
 Assessment Vehicle
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Selection of Phase III Exercises
 Pete and Repeat

 Confabulatus Interruptus

 Yes/No, Maybe

 Receipt Tokens

 The Boring Story

 Change the Subject

 Definitions

 Definitions Revisited

 Guided Word Associations

 Backseat Driver

 Share and Share Alike

 Comfort Zone

 Joining

 Taffy Pull
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Repetition as a token receipt .…
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Repeat keywords to indicate comprehension or surprise…
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Repetition is a feature of almost any
conversation, affirming to the
speaker that the audience is indeed
listening. The repetition of keywords
in the discourse helps to set
milestones in the trajectory of
thought while both steering and
impelling the conversation forward.
With rising intonation, repetition
serves to express mild surprise while
verifying the topic of the moment.

Goal: Starting from student‐
generated prompts, participants
should take turns expanding on a
topic of their own choosing. Those
on the receiving end should listen
for keywords in the discourse and
repeat them at regular intervals to
encourage the speaker to continue.
Where appropriate, formulate
utterances as questions with rising
intonation to indicate surprise.
Demonstrate with non‐English
groups if possible.
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 Fun
 Focus on Tactics
 Conversation a means to an end
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Fun – Students enjoy the mechanical
element yet it engages them in listening
as opposed to day dreaming
Focus on Tactics instead of
conversation >> Misdirection reduces
pressure
 Oral output occurs more effortlessly
w/o affective filter

•
•
•

Clearly Defined Task
Sample Conversation
Presentation hints aimed at
instructor

•
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•
•

Sometimes sample
prompts

Peer Assessment Grid
Journal Assignment
• Productive Output
• Connected to Oral Output
• Review Component
• Can be completed in class
• Assigned for homework
• Collected and assessed at
regular intervals
•
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Previous Targets
• For purposes of Review
Current Target

 Response Tracking for declared goals

• Enhanced performance of
those in productive mode
• Enhanced participation of
those in receptive mode

Previous Targets

Current Targets

Custom Targets
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Custom Targets

Extending previously learned material.

Answer Yes/No Questions without using “Yes” or “No”…
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Answer Yes/No Questions without using “Yes” or “No”…
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In groups of three or four, the
designated speaker will begin
expanding based on the given prompt.
Others will interrupt with Yes/No
questions which the speaker will try to
answer w/o using Yes or No. Once
finished, come up with a new prompt
and repeat with a new designated
speaker.

Students tend to respond somewhat
mechanically to learned material like
Yes/No Questions. This exercise
demonstrates additional options
helping to expand their repertoire.
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 Stretches abilities
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Retention Optimized when principles of
“Spaced Repetition” are built into a
learning regimen






One
One
One
One

Hour
Day
Week
Month

–
–
–
–

Discussion and/or Lesson Summary and/or In‐Class Journal Assignment
Journal Homework and/or Peer Assessments in Subsequent Activities
Peer Assessments and/or Journal Assessments
Journal, Session and/or Course Assessments and Hierarchical Presentati on
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Smoothly enter a conversation already in progress….
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A conversation is like a bubble. Entering
that bubble can be challenging at
times, depending on the social
dynamics of the moment. In groups of
three to five, two participants will begin
developing a conversation. The others
should move out of earshot until the
discourse is established, then return,
one‐by‐one, listening in while looking
for opportunities to enter the
conversation smoothly. A smooth segue
in or out is important for developing
and maintaining positive social
relationships. Once everyone is
participating, wrap up, switch and
repeat with a new prompt.

In groups of 4; Groups quickly choose
their own topics on the fly. Topic is NOT
important; OUTPUT is.
Smoothly enter a conversation already in progress….
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 Opening Gambits

 Afterthought

 Closing Gambits

 Comfort Zone

 Interrupting

 Beside the point

 Stealing the Conversation

 Hedging devices

 Taffy Pull

 Checking Account

 Receipt Tokens

 That’s Gross!

 Backseat Driver

 And So On....
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Active learning ‐ Cognitively engaged
 Student‐centered

 Anxiety‐reducing

 Cooperative learning

 Rapport‐building

 Active learning

 Confidence‐building

 Incidental learning

 Mnemonic

 Relevant

 Meaningful

 Stimulating

 Creative

 Reinforcing

 Enabling

 Engaging

 Participatory

 Satisfying

 Output‐intensive
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 Student‐Centred Course Content
 Relevant
 Peer Learning

 Broadening of expectations
 Lateral Thinking Enhanced
 Empathetic Responses Enhanced
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Contact…
www.speekeezy.ca
brian@speekeezy.ca
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